
GROWN AS KIDS
CONFESSIONS OF AN AFTER- SCHOOL SITE DIRECTOR



Outline and Takeaways 

1. The importance of after- school time and why its so 
important. 

2.  Social emotional Learning and its advantages. 
3.  Four Confessions that every parent can benefit from. 
4.  Q & A





These are MY kids.



Social- Emotional Learning (SEL)
! What is SEL? 

! SEL is the process of developing personal and inter-personal knowledge 
and skills related to feelings, thoughts and behaviors.  

! the ability to regulate emotions to promote emotional and intellectual growth. 



Why is it important After- school? 

! Studies have suggested that SEL programs like these reduce violence, aggression, 
truancy, and drug use in schools, while improving schools’ overall social climate. 

! These districts have reported great success in decreasing student’s stress levels, 
negative behaviors, and experiences of bullying while increasing positive peer 
relationships and feelings about school. Additionally, they found that while 
building these soft skills, the students’ academic performances improved.



Emotional Intelligence (EQ)

Represents an ability to validly reason with emotions 
and to use emotions to enhance thought.
! Educating the mind without educating the heart is no education at all. 

- Aristotle 



Too Much Coddling and not enough 
Discipline. 

Confession 



Discipline 



The practice of training people to 
obey rules or a code of behavior, 
using punishment to correct 
disobedience.



1. Take Time for Training



2. Fill the Attention Basket



Why it helps!

! Supper  can be a stress reliever 
! Improves confidence with grades 
! Decrease peer pressure 

! Improves meal quality and portion control 

! Put cash in your pocket





They WANT Discipline  
(They just don’t understand why)  



3. Set Limits and Stick to Them



Developing the Passion

Confession



Profession VS. Passion



Why Is Passion Important?



1. Inspiring Passion

!Try a lot of different activities THEN 
focus on a few specific interests.



2. Create Opportunities

!EX.  
!University/ college/ community Career 

fairs 

!Summer camps 

!Find them a career mentor



A Few Warnings for Parents

!There is no “right” passion. 
!Support your kids Vision 

!But have a backup plan 



Lets Get Comfortable

                

                                        
Confession



Say it with me SEXXXXXXX…  



They are having sex!



Just come right out and ask the big 
questions!



SEX!!!!



Technology
!Monitor there social media accounts 

! KIK 
! TWITTER 
! FB 
! VINE 
! INSTAGRAM 
! MUSICLY 
! SNAPCHAT 

!Monitor what they watch 

!Delegate how much time they watch TV- Avg 8 hrs/
day



WARNING!!! Sensitive and Taboo 
Topic.



PORN



- 90% 8-16 have watched porn.  
- Porn sites comprise 12% of the internet.  
-largest consumer are 12- 17 yo Boys.  
 
 



OUR GIRLS AND YOUNG WOMEN HAVE 
IT THE TOUGHEST!!!



Canadian Women's Health Network- 
2013



SEX Education is for Old People

!Presents basic information of anatomy, STIs, and condom 

demonstrations with out addressing the social and emotional actions 

leading up to sexual engagement.



SEX Heath Education is whats LIT!
!Ideally, sexual health education (as opposed to sex education) goes beyond the basic information of 

anatomy, STIs, and condom demonstrations. 

! It allows students to know themselves  

! their emotions  

! their self-worth  

! their values and goals  

! communication and make decisions with someone else.  

! Sexual health education is heavily rooted in the core components of SEL.



UNPLUG!



Spirituality

                      

                                                   Confession



Building Blocks
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Rejection of Structure

! institutions 

! government 

! churches  

! and Marriages



Generation Z



Embrace Them!

! They are looking for their purpose 

! They are looking for direction 

! They are looking for mentors 

! they are  not ignorant to the harsh realities of the world 

! They want someone to talk to 

! They are hurting from pains from generational family issues 

! No but Literally!



Q & A





ADD ME!

Icye W.

Icye_Inspired

Icye Walker


